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AIN’T GONNA BOTTLE IT UP!

© D. Higgins & D. Carter!!!
You left me there all broken down !

Fighting for my life                          !
I couldn't see you were using me         !

Now I’m struggling to find!
  !
 !

A way to leave the pain of the past behind me         !
A way to finally move on                !

But now the winds are blowing in a new direction       !
And I feel a change coming on!!!

Pre Chorus:!
I'm gonna roll, up the highway!

I'm gonna be the one that got away!!!
Chorus:!

I’m Leaving it all in the wind behind me !
Blowing around in the dust !

You can shake me, break me, I'm a free man walking!
Not going down !

Ain't gonna bottle it up!!!
They told me I should come downtown !

And Drink the day away !
If you think I'm gonna sit here cryin’ in a beer !

Well I’ve got something to say!!!
Pre Chorus:!

I'm gonna roll, up the highway!
I'm gonna be the one that got away!!!

Chorus:!
I’m Leaving it all in the wind behind me !

Blowing around in the dust !
You can shake me, break me, I'm a free man walking!

Not going down !
Ain't gonna bottle it up!!!!

!



!
Bridge:!

Not carrying the weight of the world, not drowning myself in drink!
Someday soon you’ll realise, I was better then you think!!!

Pre Chorus:!
I'm gonna roll, up the highway!

I'm gonna be the one that got away!!!
Chorus:!

I’m Leaving it all in the wind behind me !
Blowing around in the dust !

You can shake me, break me, I'm a free man walking!
Not going down, Just Gonna!!!

Chorus:!
Leave it all in the wind behind me !

Blowing around in the dust !
You can shake me, break me I'm a free man walking!

Not going down !
No I ain’t going down!

You’re gonna see me around!
Ain't gonna bottle it up!


